
Course Handicap Calculation Under the World Handicap System (WHS)

There's been a lot of discussion about the Course Handicaps that we'll be playing with from now on.  A 
Course Handicap (CH) is the HC each of us play with each Saturday, and every other day for that matter.

First its important to understand that your Handicap Index (HI) is now calculated DAILY instead of 
twice monthly as in the old system.  Additionally, of your most recent 20 scores only 8 of them are used to 
calculate your HI.  The old system used 10. These two changes make your HI a much more volatile number, as 
we've already seen.  For example Cary Grimm, who has been playing quite well lately, played as a 17 last week,
this week he'll be a 13.  Seeing this, it is now obvious how important it is to check what your CH is every time 
you play and not rely on what you used “last time.”

There are numerous websites, applications, and phone apps that provide you the CH for a particular 
course at a particular tee.  MANY of them have NOT been updated (even some USGA web sites!) and are still 
using the OLD formula for calculating a CH; in other words they haven't been updated to use the NEW WHS 
formula for calculating a CH.  Here are the OLD and NEW WHS formulas for comparison.

OLD FORMULA:  CH = (HI x Slope of Tees Played ) / 113
NEW WHS FORMULA:       CH = ((HI x Slope of Tees Played ) / 113) + (Course Rating – Par)

The difference is obviously in the employment of Course Rating and Par (this could be different at each 
Tee!).  This difference can cause dramatic differences in the resultant CH calculated for each player.  In most 
cases everyone's CH goes lower by one stroke with the new formula and for low HC players as much as three or
four strokes!   And for a single player the CHs for the Middle Tees versus the Forward Tees may differ by as 
many as 6 strokes or more!

The WHS formula is the official USGA method for calculating CH's.  Here's the best and simplest 
website for calculating your CH.  This site uses the NEW Formula (click on the small “Questions?” link in the 
upper right corner).  You need to know all of the information in the (New) formula to use it.  With all of it you 
can also use the OLD formula to hand calculate what the delta is between OLD and NEW.  And/Or you can use 
any website you may now use to calculate a CH to see if that system is updated or not. 
https://www.usga.org/course-handicap-calculator.html

Also attached to this email is a PDF of the Course Handicaps calculated for this Saturday using the new 
formula and everyone's HI ~~as of Wednesday morning~~. If you played Wednesday-Friday this week and your
scores are uploaded to the GHIN before Saturday, your HI will likely be different than you see in the PDF.   But 
TPMC will use the CH calculated as of Wednesday AM just to simplify things for building Teams and 
Foursomes for the TPMC website weekly.  To see it all work, all the information you need to use the USGA 
Course Handicap Calculator or to manually calculate your CH for Timber Point Red/Blue from the Gold/White 
or Blue Tees is in the PDF.  If you want to compare values for another course, you will need all the information 
in the formula for THAT Course and Tee (your HI and the Rating/Slope/Par for the that Tee).

To see your current HI, go to the following site,  enter your GHIN number (found in the PDF), your last 
name and press “Log In”:  https://www.ghin.com/login

Here are two more web sites that discuss the WHS and the New Course Handicap formula (not everyone
agrees with it...even though it is the Official Method the USGA has determined to use!).
https://www.golfdigest.com/story/voices-the-flaw-in-the-new-world-handicap-system-dean-knuth
https://www.scgmgc.com/WHS-Handicap-Index-Calculation.pdf

Happy Golfing!


